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What Parents are saying...

“Soft feel while fitting baby’s mouth better so he keeps it in longer. 
I really love the clear with a touch of color. GREAT!” 
Miranda; Sevierville, TN  

“Lightweight and so much better for my preemie than those huge ones. 
I like being able to see my baby's face & not just a big round pacifier and 2 eyes” 
NICU Parent; Thornville, OH

“I like the fact that JollyPop is one piece.”   
Barbara; Greene; KY 

“The shape of the JollyPop is great! My son was born at 25 weeks and is 
currently on oxygen. The shape of the JollyPop allows his cannula to fit.”    
Noelle; Valders, WI

“Love the loop-shaped handle - makes it easier to put in baby’s mouth. 
And it’s so convenient to loop on my finger while I care for my baby.”  
Kristie; Escanaba, MI

“I love the handle. It’s easier to hold and attach a pacifier clip; 
and it makes it easier for my baby to put JollyPop in his mouth.”   
Lori; Frisco, TX 

“I thought the JollyPop was great! My daughter was able to keep the JollyPop 
in her mouth better. I think it was because of the soft flexible material. 
It seemed to fit the shape of her mouth better.”   
Tricia; Cherry Hill; NJ

“They loved them from the second we gave them! Love the handle and the 
lightness of the pacifier made it easier for them to keep in their mouths.”    
Taylor; Canaan, CT

“The only pacifier we used. All three of my babies loved Jollypop and 
were strong, efficient, healthy, nursing babies from day one.”
Rhys, RN; Norwell MA

* As ranked by U.S. News & World Report
Soothie® is a Registered Trademark of  Children’s Medical Ventures, Philips.  
JollyPop® is a Registered Trademark of SandBox Medical LLC.
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Everything you love about Soothie® PLUS MORE!
The Pacifier Used in Top US Children’s Hospitals*


